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Painterly Moments in the Mundane 
 

Artist Kevin Kelly creates vivid abstract paintings that represent the play between the interior 
and exterior forces of daily life, looking for moments when the everyday becomes painterly.  

 
Little Rock, AR - The New Gallery is pleased to announce Tighty Whitey, Lefty Loosey, a solo exhibition of 
abstract paintings by Kevin Kelly. The exhibit will run from December 6 – December 28, 2019 with an 
opening reception on December 6 from 6 p.m. – 9 p.m. The opening reception is part of SoMa Little 
Rock’s monthly event, SoMa After Dark. 
 
Kevin Kelly was born in 1978 into a working class family and refers to himself as a homegrown Wichita 
artist. The works in Tighty Whitey, Lefty Loosey are made of acrylic paint that is layered over acrylic paint 
skin and often other materials including felt or wood. The works are abstract in nature but are driven by 
the play between the exterior and interior forces that steer our lives. Kelly says, “I am looking for 
moments when the everyday becomes painterly. While working through the layers of a piece, I am at 
times trying to freeze or deflate an artistic gesture, and at times trying to reanimate frozen gesture.” 
Kelly views abstract painting as an interior space that blends personal, emotional release with the 
modernist desire to seek out perfected form. The emphasis is on withdrawal, and perhaps a higher 
plane of perception and expression. 
 
Of his art, Kelly says “In artistic practice, finding a blank stage to play out the tensions of contemporary 
life means investigating the negative space between abstractions of my own creation and concrete 
observations of the mundane world around us. In this negative space, I am looking for relationships 
between artistic gesture and the unrelenting pressures and absurdities of daily life.” 
 
References to daily life and the mundane can also be seen in the titles for Kelly’s work and the way he 
playfully experiments with language. Titles such as Rag Rug (Don Tred Omee), Frat Boi, and even the title 
for Kelly’s exhibit (Tighty Whitey, Lefty Loosey) recall popular words or phrases heard in casual 
conversation. 
 
The opening reception for Tighty Whitey, Lefty Loosey on December 6 is free to attend and 
complementary refreshments will be available. Free parking is available on the street outside the 
gallery. Please contact The New Gallery by email at info@thenewgallery.net for questions.  
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About Kevin Kelly: 
 
Kevin Kelly is a homegrown Wichita artist.  He was born in 1978 and raised in a working class family.  He 
received a Bachelor in art education from Wichita State University in 2001 and began teaching at 
Wichita West High School the same year.  He earned his MFA in painting from Wichita State University 
in 2008. His painting has been recognized through the Golden art residence, the Harvester Arts 
Community Fellowship program, and the Oklahoma Visual Arts Commission.  Kelly has been featured in 
group and solo exhibits in Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and New York for the last 15 years.  His work has 
been featured in several publications including Studio Visit Magazine, New American Paintings, and 
Wichita Artists in Their Studios.   
 
 
 
About The New Gallery: 
The New Gallery is a contemporary art gallery featuring art made by national and international, 
emerging and mid-career artists. Located in SoMa, The New Gallery shows new art exhibits every month 
and is regularly open on Saturdays from 11 a.m. – 2 p.m., with additional hours by appointment. The 
vision for The New Gallery is to showcase new and exciting art work, to broaden the perception of what 
art can be, and to provide exposure for talented contemporary artists. 
 
The gallery is owned and operated by David and Teresa Carlisle. David and Teresa are both Master of 
Fine Arts graduates from the University of Delaware with a combined 20+ years of experience in the art 
field.  
 
To learn more about The New Gallery visit www.thenewgallery.net, like us on Facebook, or follow us on 
Instagram at @thenewgalleryandstudio.   
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